Announcement for Paris Conference Exchange for CMGF 2020

French Family Medicine Congress

Paris, January 5th, 2020

Dear Vasco da Gamians,

We would like to invite you to participate in a Conference Exchange in Paris from March 16th to 21st, 2020.

Conference-exchange information:

**Arrival:**

**Monday March 16th**

the two main airports are Paris - Charles de Gaulle (CDG) and Paris – Orly (ORY), connected to the city center by public transportation, shuttles and taxis.

First meeting in the afternoon: each participant will be asked to make a brief presentation of the health system and the GP training program in his/her country; the organizing team will present the French health system.

Informal dinner

**Primary care exchange:**

**Tuesday and Wednesday 17th – 18th March,** in Paris or in the close suburbs (public transportation available).

On request, possibility to take part in the FAYR-GP Pre-conference on Wednesday 18th (French Young Researchers in GP); 2 spots; please note that all sessions will be held in French

**Conference:**

From **Thursday 19th to Saturday 21st**, will be held the: 14th Congress of Family Medicine designed by and for GPs, it is aimed at keeping us updated on the latest medical information and teaching new
approaches and gestures. Exchange, discussion and debate are much valued also! And for foreigner participants, there will be English-spoken sessions throughout the congress.

**Social program:** Work in progress! During your stay, we’ll organize dinners and social events.

**Accommodation:** Is not included, but we’ll be happy to help the candidates find a convenient place (hotel, AirBnb) if they want.

**What is included:** Conference exchange, FAYR-GP preconference (if requested), participation to CMGF congress.

**Not included:** Travel expenses, accommodation, social events.

There are **6 places** available for this exchange.

Selection will be:

- The candidate has a good understanding and speaking of English or French.
- The candidate must play an active role in the exchange program and be active to spread the experiences in their working country.
- We prefer candidates who have not yet joined an exchange before.
- Each participant will be asked to make a brief presentation of the health system and the GP training program in his/her country, and a feedback on his/her experience during the Exchange.

You can send a motivation letter and curriculum vitae in English to your National Exchange Coordinator, mentioning your preference between two days with a GP or one day with a GP/one day at the FAYR-GP Pre-conference.

Deadline for application is **Tuesday January 28th, 2020**

**We're looking forward to seeing you in Paris!**

**A bientôt!**

Cécile Bury and Diana Mourão Balsa  
French Conference Exchange Coordinators, Saint-Exupéry Network